I have studied and practiced Tarot for twenty years.

To begin, we will first speak to your query—this can look like sharpening or finding a query—and I shuffle the cards. When I feel it is time, I pull the cards into a Celtic Cross spread.

I am not the type of reader who will give you information outside of the spread as a psychic might. I read the patterns of the cards. Each spread is different. The Celtic Cross means that I draw a minimum of 10 cards from a deck of 78. The odds of getting any given spread is this amazing number:

4,566,177,000,000,000,000

I consider my readings as a mode of receptivity and advanced pattern recognition. I will tell you what the cards are suggesting and how they are suggesting it. Pathways open.

The deck I use is the Mythic Deck. The images correspond to ancient Greek Myth and links to the archetypes found there. I do not read “reversals” (a card pulled upside down) but rather consider the positive and negative attributes of each card within the context of the spread.

Each card (minor and major) corresponds to the zodiac—signs, planets, planets within signs etc. They also have numerological significance; I’ll be sharing those concordances with you both in our conversation.

You may record the conversation, take notes, and/or photographs your spread. I find that meditation on the cards often yields further insights to their meaning.

All consults are completely confidential.

At this time, I charge a rate of $67 USD for a one-hour consult.